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Convergence of 3G/4G and Wi-Fi
U.S. carriers see Wi-Fi as a helper technology for  

off-loading rapidly escalating data demand; elsewhere,

carriers are deploying mesh 11n networks for off-load.

What does all this mean for enterprise IT teams trying

to control costs and make the most of mobility? For

starters, we need to keep tabs on unified security/ 

 encryption, who’s actually building the mesh, and the

crude handoffs between 3G/4G and Wi-Fi. We’ll explore

trends in the technologies that are, together, the

 backbone of mobility.

By Peter Rysavy
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Need proof that mobility is hot?More than 500,000 mobile-specific applications are
available across superfast networks, and Cisco projects data demand will almost double
every year for the next five years. There’s just one problem: Today’s cellular networks don’t
have sufficient capacity to handle all this traffic. Increasingly, operators are looking to  
Wi-Fi as one way of shifting some of the load. To motivate users to limit their cellular
3G/4G data use, operators have introduced tiered plans where pricing is usage-based on
cellular connections but free with Wi-Fi. 
For companies now paying by the gigabyte, using Wi-Fi instead of 3G/4G should trans-

late to lower costs, even the possibility of using less-expensive pricing plans. It’s not that
simple, though. While a Wi-Fi connection can be just as fast as a 3G or 4G link, there are
questions: What happens when users switch in midsession? Which applications should
have access to what network? How do we address security and management? It’s also an
evolving environment, with the way cellular networks handle Wi-Fi off-load poised to
change over the next several years as vendors implement new standards. In this report,
we’ll explain how enterprises can benefit through prudent use of Wi-Fi off-load and touch
on some developments IT should watch.
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Operators don’t particularly want to off-
load onto Wi-Fi. It’s actually easier to manage
the user experience by keeping all traffic on
their cellular networks. But they don’t have
any choice. The nature of wireless is that it has
inherently lower capacity than wire, and it’s
wireline that is defining broadband expecta-
tions. Streaming content in particular gener-
ates massive amounts of traffic. Operators are
responding with multiple measures, including
more efficient 4G technologies; deploying as
many cell sites as they can; acquiring more
spectrum as it’s doled out; and consolidating,
as in the case of the proposed AT&T/T-Mobile
merger, to try to extract greater system effi-
ciency. Yet all this is not enough. 
Enter Wi-Fi, which provides a tremendous

boost in capacity for two reasons. First, it uses
a significant amount of radio spectrum that’s
separate from cellular spectrum. Moreover,
this is spectrum that operators don’t have to
license, compared with the billions of dollars
they’ve spent for their cellular licenses. Sec-

ond, Wi-Fi inherently has huge capacity in
terms of bits per second, per square meter, be-
cause radio coverage areas are so small. 

Off-load can be onto Wi-Fi hotspots, home
networks or enterprise wireless LANs. AT&T is
particularly aggressive with off-load. On smart-

Previous Next

What is your level of interest in the following wireless technologies? 
Please use a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “not interested” and 5 is “very interested.”

Interest in Wireless Technologies

1 Not interested Very interested 5

High-throughput 802.11n

Low-latency, fast, secure roaming

Mobile convergence networks that seamlessly hand off calls between 3G/4G networks and Wi-Fi as users enter or leave buildings

Continued use of 802.11a/b/g

Remote access points that can securely tunnel my users’ data back to HQ’s centralized system via the WAN or Internet

Voice communications over Wi-Fi (Vo-Fi)

Wireless mesh for reaching areas without wired backhaul

Location services and RFID

Note: Mean average ratings
Base: 242 respondents in September 2010 and 542 in June 2009 using wireless LAN technologies
Data: InformationWeek Analytics Wireless LAN Survey of business technology professionals 
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phones, if Wi-Fi is turned on, the phone will au-
tomatically connect to AT&T hotspots at loca-
tions such as Starbucks or certain airports. T-
Mobile also has a large hotspot network, as
does Verizon. Only AT&T and T-Mobile, how-
ever, include hotspot service for free with both
laptop modems and smartphones. Verizon has
a Wi-Fi hotspot service that’s free for laptop
3G/4G service but that isn’t available for smart-
phones. Sprint doesn’t offer hotspot service,
presumably because it has a high-capacity 4G
service based on WiMAX technology, a net-
work operated by Clearwire. Clearwire has a
massive amount of spectrum, so capacity has-
n’t become an issue—at least, not yet. 
To protect their network capacity, operators

have turned to tiered pricing as well as other
measures, such as throttling the throughput
of users who exceed their plans. We look at
the tiers and how quickly your apps can burn
through them in Figure 2.
Though pricing plans vary, our review of the

operator websites shows $50 per month for 5
GB or $25 to $30 for 2 GB is typical for both
consumers and small businesses. Larger en-

terprises might be able to obtain some dis-
counted pricing. Overage charges are typi-
cally $10 per gigabyte. But what exactly is a

gigabyte, beyond a billion bytes? We devel-
oped a table that provides some insight to
what percentage of their capacity end users

Previous Next

How much bandwidth does that video really chew through?

Hours per day

0.5

1

2

4

0.5

1

2

4

0.5

1

2

4

0.5

1

2

4

0.5

1

2

4

MB per hour 

58

90

450

900

1,800

Throughput (Mbps) 

0.1

0.2

1

2

4

GB per month

0.9

1.7

3.5

6.9

1.4

2.7

5.4

10.8

6.8

13.5

27

54

13.5

27

54

108

27

54

108

216

Adding Up the Gigabytes

Data: Rysavy Research

Application

Audio or music

Small-screen video
(feature phone)

Medium-screen video
(smartphone full-screen video)

Larger-screen video
(lower-definition video on tablet or laptop)

Largest-screen video
(high-definition video on laptop)

S   
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might expend for typical activities, assuming
30 usage days in a month. 
Operators have usage calculators that also

provide insight. For example, Verizon’s data
calculator indicates that for 3G (smartphones
will typically consume less data because of
smaller screen sizes), sending 50 text emails
per day generates 14.65 MB per month, view-
ing 25 Web pages per day generates 0.73 GB,
watching 30 minutes of video per day gener-
ates 3.81 GB per month, using VoIP for one
hour per day generates 600 MB per month,
and using VoIP with video for one hour per
day generates 2.2 GB per month.
NetMotion Wireless, a company that has a

mobile VPN and whose customers use both
Wi-Fi and 3G, provided us with some metrics
for two typical business customers. One gen-
erates 10 MB per mobile laptop user per day,
resulting in 200 MB per month, assuming 20
workdays per month. The other generates 50
MB per mobile laptop user per day, resulting
in 1 GB per month. 
The point is that while business applica-

tions typically don’t generate that much data,

usage between types of workers will vary
tremendously—meaning there’s no such
thing as “typical.” For these two companies,
2-GB plans might be just fine. But before de-
ciding, IT must understand users’ applica-
tions. Email, Office document downloads,
database lookups and static Web pages
won’t add up to much data. But thrown in
video-based training or field service proce-
dures or video-enhanced VoIP, and data use
can skyrocket. That’s when select use of Wi-Fi
makes a lot of sense, because the Wi-Fi usage
won’t be charged at the nominal $10/giga-
byte rate. As good as these savings may be,
though, matters aren’t that simple.

The Complications
All the complications associated with Wi-Fi

boil down to the simple reality that the Wi-Fi
network a user connects with instead of 3G/4G
is a separate network. This means performance
differs, security differs, data sessions are sepa-
rate, increased Wi-Fi usage can impact the Wi-
Fi network—and a user may not even be con-
necting to the Wi-Fi network you expect. 

Consider this scenario: Your CFO is at the air-
port waiting for a flight. She sees that the Dow
Jones has gone up 300 points that morning
and decides it’s a good time to unload some
stock. She has 15 minutes before having to
board the plane—plenty of time to whip out
her work laptop, connect to the airport’s free
Wi-Fi and execute the transaction, right? But
every page takes a minute to load. When she
finally tries to finalize the transaction, the
page freezes. It’s now five minutes before
scheduled boarding. So she terminates the
Wi-Fi connection and brings up a connection
via her Android smartphone over 3G, with the
phone acting as a Wi-Fi hotspot for the laptop.
In two minutes she easily completes the
transaction.
Then she fires off an email to IT complaining

about the laptop’s poor performance. Your
first thought: I hope no one was eavesdrop-
ping on that airport hotspot.
Let’s begin with the performance issue. It

used to be that a Wi-Fi connection was always
preferable to a 3G connection. But 3G/4G net-
works are much faster than they used to be,
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AT&T and Verizon both let users
estimate their data usage.
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and many Wi-Fi networks are actually slower
than they once were because of increased use
and congestion. 4G LTE networks today can
easily deliver 5-Mbps to 10-Mbps downlink
throughputs. Meanwhile, many hotspots, in-
cluding at a Starbucks where this author did
some ad hoc testing, are constrained by T1
backhaul circuits that limit throughputs to 1.5
Mbps. Insert a dozen caffeine-buzzed smart-
phone, tablet and laptop users, and Wi-Fi
throughputs can go down from there in a

hurry. It is, after all, a
shared network.
Contributing to this

problem, as pointed
out in an interview with
Ruckus Wireless, a com-
pany that builds indus-
trial-strength access

points for both enterprise and public net-
works that use advanced interference-rejec-
tion techniques and adaptive signal controls,
the Wi-Fi implementations in smartphones
and tablets tend to be no-frills compared with
laptop versions. Even if they support 802.11n,

throughputs are well below the 100 Mbps or
higher rates that users might get with their
laptops. One extremely popular tablet that
the company measured achieved a maximum
transmission rate of only 15 Mbps. 
That means IT must ensure that the infra-

structure network compensates for the limi-
tations of mobile devices. This could mean ei-
ther installing access points that have better
radio performance (such as better interfer-
ence rejection) to enable more reliable con-
nections over longer distances or installing
more access points to alleviate congestion,
particularly in places where mobile workers
are likely to congregate, such as cafeterias, au-
ditoriums and meeting rooms. There are also
other ways to boost WLAN performance.

Safety First 
Security is another consideration. No hot spot

network today offers any form of encryption,
so traffic is vulnerable to eavesdropping, not to
mention other attacks such as evil-twin attacks,
session hijacking and session side-jacking. Cel-
lular networks aren’t necessarily the best  when

it comes to security, but they are generally far
better than Wi-Fi. Most 3G connections employ
128-bit encryption as well as mutual authenti-
cation between devices and networks. The
problem is that 2G networks are much less se-
cure, and enterprises have no control over
whether the user is connected via 2G or 3G.
Even if the air link is encrypted, data is en-
crypted only to a node within the operator net-
work, after which it flows unencrypted. 
For these reasons, secure communications

over cellular networks generally mandates VPN
use. The same VPN link that protects the cellu-
lar connection can protect the Wi-Fi connec-
tion. Some apps are also inherently more se-
cure than others. For example, Google Gmail
and Windows Hotmail automatically use SSL to
encrypt communications, whereas Yahoo Mail
does not. Third-party VPN services like WiTopia
may also be helpful; they’re not end to end, but
they do build a secure tunnel to a node in the
Internet that at least protects the radio link, and
they work regardless of the type of connection. 
But this leads directly to the next complica-

tion. When a device hands off from cellular to

Previous Next
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Wi-Fi, it has to drop the data session and re-es-
tablish a new one with a different IP address.
For some applications, such as Web browsing
or email, this isn’t a big problem, except if it
happens in mid-download. But for session-ori-
ented communications, such as a VoIP call, it
will likely cause the call to terminate. This dis-
ruption will also break most VPN connections,
requiring the user to reconnect. Fixing this
problem requires a special mobile VPN, such
as Mobility from NetMotion Wireless, where
the VPN provides a separate IP address to the
computer from the one the network provides
and allows persistent connections even as the
underlying network changes. Because applica-
tions are insulated from the network, this ar-
chitectural approach also allows application
sessions to persist even if devices are tem-
porarily out of coverage from any network.

Burning Through Bandwidth
Another question is how to control what ap-

plication accesses what kind of network. En-
terprise applications such as email don’t con-
sume that much data, but what’s to stop an

employee from watching Grey’s Anatomy over
3G during lunch on his smartphone or tablet? 
To control costs, IT might want to restrict

massively bandwidth-consuming applica-
tions such as video to Wi-Fi connections. Oth-
erwise, users could quickly burn through their
data plans. Without some form of policy en-
forcement through additional mobile device
management systems, like those from Good
Technology, NetMotion Wireless or Sybase
Afaria, however, IT has little control over how
users consume data, and on what network.
But policy enforcement is complicated when
IT has to support employee-provided devices
that span multiple platforms. It’s no wonder
that BlackBerry still enjoys favored status for
IT, since it comes natively with extremely
granular control over what users can and can-
not do with their devices. The problem is that
for many companies, the days of forcing all
employees to use BlackBerry are over.
Ironically, even if we could get all data usage

off 3G and onto our enterprise WLAN net-
works when employees are on site, this
doesn’t solve all our problems. 3G data con-

sumption may go down, but now there’s an
increased load on the WLAN. If the enterprise
network was designed with the minimum
number of access points, or 100-Mbps Ether-
net instead of 1-Gbps Ethernet for backhaul,
IT might find itself having to beef up the
WLAN to accommodate new mobile-device
traffic. Given the number of users bringing in
their own devices and lack of control over
what types of applications they’re running,
predicting and controlling the load can be
challenging. Still, we expect that most IT de-
partments would prefer to invest in their own
networks rather than handing those dollars
over to an operator in overage charges.
As the number of Wi-Fi networks prolifer-

ates and as operators further implement au-
tomatic handoff to Wi-Fi in hotspots, a new
type of problem could emerge: Namely, what
exact Wi-Fi network should the device con-
nect with, especially when multiple ones are
available? The device could see an operator-
provided hotspot and automatically connect
with it, but meanwhile there might be an al-
ternate Wi-Fi network available that IT would

Related Report

In our Mobile Management
Policies report, we’ll guide you to
develop and prioritize the rules
that dictate how smartphones
and related devices operate, how
they’re configured and what
 security methods they require.

DownloadDownload
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prefer using. Perhaps that alternate network
has better security or better performance. We
don’t see this as much of a problem yet, but
IT does need to be aware of the algorithms
that devices are using to connect to ensure
that those are compatible with IT require-
ments. Some have labeled the concept of hav-
ing freedom over what Wi-Fi network to con-
nect to as “Wi-Fi neutrality.” 
Usually, the order in which Wi-Fi networks

are presented in the connection-management
configuration screen is the order of connec-
tion. This at least gives users some awareness.

A Rosy Integrated Wi-Fi Future 
Today’s problems with 3G/Wi-Fi may be an-

noying, but they are largely manageable. The
question is whether things will get better or
worse with new developments. The good
news is that thanks to various new specifica-
tions, things could get a lot better. The bad
news is that it may take years for these im-
provements to become available. Neverthe-
less, forward-looking IT teams should plan ac-
cordingly. In essence, Wi-Fi integration will

become more seamless and more secure. And
it may consume less power as well. 
Today’s smartphones are a marvel of com-

puting might, brilliant displays and com-
pelling applications. Unfortunately, all this
consumes power. Big, bright displays are the
primary culprit, but after them comes the ra-
dio. Each bit communicated takes a certain
amount of energy. Just having a radio on even
when not communicating consumes some

power. That’s one reason many users keep Wi-
Fi off on their phones to extend battery life.
This obviously defeats any ability to off-load
onto Wi-Fi. One expected development is Wi-
Fi sensing, where the phone keeps Wi-Fi off,
but if it senses a Wi-Fi connection, it turns Wi-
Fi on automatically. Then, if an appropriate
network is available, the phone can connect
to that network. Otherwise, presumably, the
Wi-Fi radio can go back to sleep. From our re-

Previous Next

Fixed-mobile convergence is defined as the combination of cellular systems and Wi-Fi for seamless transport 
of voice communications depending on the location of the user’s phone. What is your level of interest in FMC?

Interest in Fixed-Mobile Convergence

We’ve deployed FMC

We’re actively testing FMC

We’re interested in FMC but have no specific plans

No interest

Never heard of it

Base: 242 respondents in September 2010 and 542 in June 2009 using wireless LAN technologies
Data: InformationWeek Analytics Wireless LAN Survey of business technology professionals
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search, this appears to be a vendor/operator-
specific solution outside of any industry
groups, so how this all will work, as well as
how configurable Wi-Fi network selection will
be, remains to be seen. Check with your cor-
porate provider for specifics.
Next is the Next Generation Hotspot  initia-

tive, also called Hotspot 2.0, which has partic-
ipation by many industry members, including
vendors and operators and the Wi-Fi Alliance
and Wireless Broadband Alliance. Products
and networks supporting NGH could become
available by the latter half of 2012.
From a user perspective, Hotspot 2.0 pro-

vides better presentation of available net-
works with the ability to automatically
choose them based on a combination of user
preferences and operator policies. The under-
lying technology for this is IEEE 802.11u, “In-
terworking with External Networks,” a com-
pleted specification that includes network
discovery and selection via Generic Adver -
tisement Ser vice and Access Network Query
Protocol. In addition, 802.11u provides qual-
ity-of-service mapping between external net-

works using IP’s Differentiated Services Code
Point to over-the-air Layer 2 priorities, thus
enabling end-to-end QoS. 
Security features are also far improved.

Based on the device, there will be more flexi-
ble authentication mechanisms available via
Extensible Authentication Protocol  methods,
such as using the credentials already stored
in the Subscriber Identity Module card of
many mobile devices. Other authentication
methods, such as user name/password or
X.509 certificates, are also supported. Finally,
communications over the radio will be en-
crypted using WPA-2 Enterprise. 
Hotspot 2.0 will improve the hotspot expe-

rience considerably, but it doesn’t address
the issue of easily moving back and forth be-
tween 3G/4G and Wi-Fi networks. One rea-
son this is tough today is that data routed
from the Wi-Fi network reaches the Internet
without ever touching any of the cellular-
network routers. Engineers call this a “loosely
coupled” system. That’s why IP addresses are
different between the networks and why
sessions have to be restarted.

That’s where the Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) has been busy with dif-
ferent specifications in what can be consid-
ered a tightly coupled system. One is called
Integrated WLAN, or IWLAN. With IWLAN, the
WLAN is treated as an extension of the cellu-
lar network. That means all traffic routes
through the cellular core. Though the speci-
fication exists, operators have not imple-
mented this option. One reason is that all
that Netflix and YouTube traffic could quickly
overwhelm their core networks. They can
beef up that infrastructure, but there is no
real benefit, since that traffic just needs to go
to the Internet anyway. Where tighter inte-
gration will really be needed is for future sce-
narios, such as where operators offer packe-
tized voice on LTE and want to allow users to
roam these kinds of sessions onto Wi-Fi.
That’s where another 3GPP specification will
come into play, one called IP Flow and Seam-
less Off-load. IFOM uses simultaneous cellu-
lar and Wi-Fi connections and allows differ-
ent traffic to flow over different connections.
A movie could stream over the Wi-Fi connec-
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13%
have never heard of fixed-

mobile convergence
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tion, while a VoIP call might flow over the cel-
lular-data connection, for example. IFOM re-
quires the UE to implement Dual Stack Mo-
bile IPv6. This is integrated Wi-Fi nirvana.
Don’t hold your breath though—IFOM is
part of 3GPP release 10 specifications, and
the earliest networks could be deployed
with this capability is mid-2012. 
The more serious gating item is whether op-

erators see a business need to make such inte-
grated capability available, since there’s no
clear way of charging for such service. Beyond
that, it will require complex policy manage-
ment, namely the rules that dictate which app
goes on what network under what circum-
stances. LTE actually has such a policy frame-
work, but at this stage, it’s a secondary priority
compared with just getting the networks
rolled out. In other words, highly seamless in-
tegrated Wi-Fi 4G will likely be a reality later this
decade, but it’s at least a couple of years out. 

For the Moment 
Though operator-provided seamless Wi-Fi

is off in the future, IT teams that need that

seamlessness and associated policy controls
now can use products such as previously
mentioned Mobility from NetMotion Wire-
less, ipUnplugged from Radio IP, AnyConnect
from Cisco and QuickLink Mobility from
Smith Micro. 
And there’s no time like the present to get

into lower-cost monthly data plans. One
good place to start is keeping track of data
consumed. Though few users have any in -
tuitive sense of how much computer activity
equates with how many megabytes, there
are tools such as DU Meter, which not only
shows instantaneous downlink and uplink
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P Flow and Seamless Mobility—IFOM—uses simultaneous cellular and Wi-Fi connections and allows 
different traffic to flow over the connections. However, we don’t expect it before mid-2012.

IFOM on the Horizon

Data: InformationWeek Reports

Cellular 3G/4G
Radio-Access Network

Wi-Fi Access Network

Simultaneous connection 
to both networks

Example: 
operator VoIP

Different application traffic
flows can bind to the different

access networks 

Example: 
streaming movie

Internet

Operator Core
Network
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throughput in the Windows toolbar, but it
also provides instant access to usage
amounts in graphs and tables by the
hour/day/week/month. This may be more
than IT can expect an average user to do, but

given that the days of unlimited plans are
over, it’s a good habit for IT, especially if it’s
using the same apps as the users it’s sup-
porting. Operator Web pages also provide for
users day-by-day usage amounts that are

usually updated to the previous day. IT may
find that if usage is low, it can just safely
leave Wi-Fi in the off position. But if not, it’s
probably best to turn it on under its own
terms and conditions.
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Sprint recently announced that it would de-
ploy a nationwide 4G Long Term Evolution
network. The plan: launch service midyear
2012 and by the end of 2013 extend coverage
to 250 million people in the U.S. This decision
has far-reaching implications, including the
further ascendancy of LTE and the relegation
of WiMAX to niche status. Previous to this,
Sprint’s 4G solution was WiMAX, delivered on
a network operated by Clearwire. Sprint is a
majority owner of Clearwire, along with Clear-
wire itself, Intel, and Comcast.
WiMAX technology, driven heavily by Intel

investment, was intended as a disruptive and
superior successor to 3G technologies. Using
a wireless approach called Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA),

WiMAX promised faster speeds and lower net-
work costs than 3G technologies that were
based on Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA). WiMAX has seen some success, pri-
marily in greenfield deployments, with the
WiMAX Forum boasting 583 networks in 150
countries. This sounds impressive, but it repre-
sents only a tiny percentage of global mobile
broadband. Research firm Maravedis antici-
pates 50 million subscribers by 2015, less than
2% of the 2.96 billion 3G subscribers that In-
forma predicts.
Clearwire was a big hope for WiMAX in-

vestors. With more spectrum available than
other wireless operators and with burgeoning
mobile-broadband demand, enthusiasts ex-
pected it to become the leading 4G wireless

technology. But that was not to be, for a num-
ber of reasons.
WiMAX looked strong out of the gate. For a

while, it was able to position itself as the only
4G technology with a two-year head start. But
companies threatened by WiMAX, including
Qualcomm and major 3G operators such as
AT&T and Verizon, responded aggressively in
two ways. First, by participating in enhance-
ments to CDMA-based 3G technologies, and
then by accelerating LTE, the “official” cellular
industry OFDMA-based 4G technology. This
squeezed WiMAX from two sides and limited
its window of opportunity. Enhanced 3G, espe-
cially High Speed Packet Access Evolved, not
only now largely matches WiMAX perform-
ance, but HSPA+ operators AT&T and T-Mobile

Why Sprint’s WiMAX Dump Was Inevitable
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also successfully applied the “4G” label to
these technologies, winning over consumers.
Meanwhile, Verizon last year declared it

would be the first in the U.S. to have a nation-
wide LTE network. LTE, a newer technology
than WiMAX, outperforms WiMAX. Respond-

ing to competitive
pressure, AT&T also ac-
celerated its own LTE
deployment plans.
Sprint, which had the
most advanced mo-
bile-broadband tech-

nology via Clearwire, no longer had that
much to show for itself. A slow overall rollout
of Clearwire’s network didn’t help.

Still, Sprint could have stuck with WiMAX, es-
pecially since the new version, called WiMAX
2, is faster than today’s LTE (though that will
be matched by LTE Advanced). But there’s just
one other problem: scale.
Today’s wireless technologies such as LTE are

so complex that they consume the entire plan-
etary engineering capability. It’s not just the
radio interface. The specifications for LTE cover
an entire new network architecture that spans
the access network, core network, interwork-
ing with other networks, VoIP, quality of serv-
ice, IPv6, and on and on. If you could somehow
envision it, it would be a huge, towering struc-
ture in the sky of immense complexity and
beauty, one of mankind’s greatest creations.

Cellular operators globally have chosen LTE. It’s
only that global scale of hundreds of networks
and, eventually, billions of subscribers that
makes LTE practical--something an ordinary
person can afford to have on a smartphone.
That simply cannot be done with another
technology, so no other method, no matter
how capable, can compete with that. Clearwire
itself has announced it will do LTE. However, for
various reasons—including having no control
over Clearwire—Sprint has decided to do its
own LTE network, in conjunction with out-
sourcing some capacity to LightSquared.
Bottom line, Sprint had no choice—it’s

jumping on the LTE train before it’s too late. 
—Peter Rysavy
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